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MY PRODUCT

TÊXTEIS PENEDO’S
MAGIC PILLOW

It might look like an ordinary pillow, but it instantly unfolds into a fully equipped bed 

which includes a mattress, sheets and a bedspread ready to be used for a good night's sleep. 

Ingenious, innovative and bold are some of the qualities that come to mind when 

Pillow2bed is presented. A new product by Têxteis Penedo, that promises to leave an 

impression in the home textiles and furniture markets. 

READ MORE

WETAMARBLE ALLOWS
86% WATER SAVINGS

The new Wetamarble dyeing process, developed by 

Washedcolors, has received the SGS certification due to 

its 86% water saving process, when compared to the 

former method used by the company founded four years 

ago by José Pizarro.

READ MORE
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RIOPELE ACQUIRES
A 10% STAKE IN IOTECH

Riopele has secured 10% of IOTech, the technological 

start-up based in business incubator Famalicão Made 

IN, located in the business conglomeration provided by 

Riopele itself, one of Portugal’s textile giants, in Pousada 

de Saramagos.

READ MORE

VILLAFELPOS WANTS TO REACH 
50% OF SALES WITH OWN LABEL

To make half of the sales volume with their own label is 

the bold target that Villafelpos has set for a course of five 

years. The  company presented in 2018 a turnover of 13 

million euro (a 10% growth when compared to 2017), of 

which 12% is made from the company’s label.

READ MORE

SASIA INVESTS TWO MILLION

IN NEW RECYCLING LINE

Sasia has invested two million euro in a modern line of 

recycling, predicted to boost by 20% the productive 

capacity and to improve the energy efficiency of the 

company, one of Riopele’s partners in the Tenowa 

project, which took the Cotec's Innovation Product 

Award 2018.

READ MORE

MO WANTS TO DRESS FORTNITE 

PLAYERS FOR THE OCCASION

MO joins the most popular online game in the world, 

Fortnite, with a line of exclusive t-shirts. The MO t-

shirts, made after the video-game, are set to thrill the 

younger crowd who will be dressed for the occasion in 

competition days.

READ MORE

ADVERSITY BRINGS WISDOM

"Constant challenges have given us a level of agility 

where strategy and experience clearly make the 

difference. That’s the way the Portuguese Textile and 

Clothing Industry is responding clearly and 

unequivocally to all solicitations", writes Ana Ribeiro, 

Textile Cluster Executive Director.

READ MORE
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Moretextile declares war on plastic. The soul of the largest Portuguese textile 

group is increasingly green and it has declared war on plastic packaging. The idea is both 

simple and charming, with plastic being replaced by an attractive reusable bag.

READ MORE

"In the last 5 years the price 

of wool nearly tripled, which 

is very hard to echo in the price 

tag"

PAULO AUGUSTO DE OLIVEIRA

Paulo Oliveira's Director

15million
euro is Crialme’s turnover, a company 

which employs 550 people
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